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Jack Venrick
From:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Wednesday, February 21, 2007 4:05 PM
The Bridge & The Monkey (Sound)

Graphic credit to "The Founding of The United States Experience 1763 - 1815" - A Must Have Reference For History Fans

To: Embattled & Embolden A merican Property Owners:
I just received this "youtube" video clip from Ron Ewart, a patriot in the property owner rights
link below my rant. (9 minutes)
The irony is, we know it, but the government denies it. Denial is the first behavior in the death process,
then anger, bargaining, depression & acceptance.
Never underestimate what one person can do and conversely what a corrupt government can do to
freedom. The price of freedom is constant aggressive involved vigilance by patriots against the forces
taking and tyranny. Never ever give up.
Property owners across A merica are seeing a picture of natural and constitutional rights takings beyond
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words, imagination, and even beyond individual belief systems. Many of you would not believe what
fellow property owners are seeing and experiencing. Every day I learn of more takings at many levels.
In my humble opinion, the present form of our government has degenerated to such a level, it is
Y ou may as well say, you are going to fix the Mob. We have mob rule in A merica. A t this point, no
government, would be much better than the disease we have now called "government".
There are no words to describe how insidious our government has become. It is no longer a government
"Of The People By The People For The People". Our founding fathers had a dream and wrote it down
using the ink pots and goose quills you see above. This dream has turned into their and our worse
nightmare. Everyone of us is responsible for allowing this to happen.
Please consider the following thought, at least in the theoretical sense, it may give you a new
did for me. I have to thank a "poet laureate", one of our deeper thinking property owners for this
thought. A bsolute freedom is only possible without a government. The mere existence of a government
quickly becomes cancer by the nature of man. Government by its nature destroys our freedoms. Bazaar
thought, indeed?
Until free people become totally responsible for their own actions, will we all be completely free. Free
people voluntarily give, they do no take. Free people are given free choice within a basic frame work of
natural law. Freedom is all about free choice not government!
Until we reach this utopian shore of self rule with no government, our founding fathers designed a
230 years ago. This design was most ingenious. It provide a basic limited structure of "timber" to allow
"US" to become self supporting. This structure was designed with three very separate and independent
" timbers" all resting on one constitutional foundation. For this bridge of freedom to work, it was
to stand indefinitely so we could travel in safe passage from the harbor of tyranny to a new safe harbor
freedom in A merica. This bridge was designed to span high waters of takings anticipated by our early
A merican architects and engineers of freedom. This bridge was a model to the world.
Some A mericans think this is a progressive bridge that can be changed. Other A mericans think this is
antique bridge to ignore and discard. Some think this bridge was corrupted by the debasing norms of the
times, e.g. slavery, war & destruction of the A merican native tribes. Many A mericans do not even know
about this bridge. But all walk all over it daily enjoying its freedoms or want is left of them.
The designers of this bridge of freedom required certain maintenance to preserve the integrity and
of the structure over time and expected stresses. They required strict adherence and interpretation to the
constitution. Colonial A mericans came from pious people who were grounded with deep belief
systems with free choice and worship of God. These "maintenance" functions of the Bridge of Freedom
have long been lost. One could make an easy case, that the bridge foundation and the timbers are rotting
from within. The termites of our society are devouring the very structure that keeps our freedom alive.
their insatiable appetite, they are consuming the timbers and the foundation in exchange for temporary
mythological fears and desires for quick fixes to their self perceived problems.
Early A mericans endured enormous natural and man created sufferings. They were slow to react but
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long memories of tyrannical abuse. Those running from enslavement include, A merican
A mericans and the balance of escaping indentured and enslaved Europeans. It took these people
years of escalating repeated English taxing and tyranny before they declared a Declaration of
on July 4, 1776. A nd yes, many people still remained enslaved even to this day. There is no corner on
market on enslavement. It is a most active and competitive market today in all sense of the word.
followed our migrating enslaved ancestors and sought to chain us a second time when they saw what
prosperity freedom can give to free people. This happen within near 50 years of our landing in 1620.
Discounting Jamestown which is another story. This is happening again. In fact, the strangulation of
freedoms never stopped.
Roughly one third of the colonists were Loyalist who were willing to fight for the King. One third
back and forth depending on the tide of takings by the King. The remaining one third wanted to break
from the despotic rule of King George III. 70,000 of the Loyalist or Tories later migrated to Canada,
Britain and Caribbean after the successful A merican patriot revolution. See Wikipedia extract and link
following.
" L oyalists were British North A merica colonists who remained loyal subjects of the British crown
the A merican Revolution. They were also called Tories, King's Men, or Royalists. Those Loyalists who
and resettled in Canada called themselves the United Empire Loyalists. Their colonial opponents, who
supported the Revolution, were called Patriots, Whigs, Rebels, Congress Men, or, in view of their
the new United States of A merica, just A mericans. Historian has estimated that about 15-20% of the
population may have been Loyalists (that is, about 500,000), but there are no exact numbers. [1]
A s A nglican clergyman Samuel Seabury wrote,
If I must be enslaved let it be by a King at least, and not by a parcel of upstart lawless
Committeemen. If I must be devoured, let me be devoured by the jaws of a lion, and not
to death by rats and vermin.[2]
Seabury remained in A merica, like most Loyalists; he became the first Episcopal bishop in A merica.
the Loyalist perspective in 1775, the Loyalists were the honorable ones who stood by the Crown and the
British Empire. However once independence was declared in 1776 Loyalists who continued to support
Crown were treated by the Patriots as traitors who turned against their fellow citizens and collaborated
a foreign army.
Loyalists in wartime
By July 4, 1776, the patriots controlled Virtually all of the territory and population of the 13 states, and
demanded that no resident show loyalty to a foreign power. Neutrality was permitted. The British
returned and in September, 1776, they defeated the A merican army and captured New Y ork City and
Island, which they occupied until 1783. From time to time they controlled various cities such as Boston
(1775–6), Philadelphia (1777), Savannah (1778–83) and Charleston (1780–82), and various slices of
countryside. However, 90% of the population lived outside the cities. The result was that the A merican
governments controlled 80–95% of the population. The British pulled out all their governors and never
allowed the Loyalists to set up any government. Great Britain did reestablish its colonial governor in
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Georgia [3] 1779–82, with the Rebels in control upstate. Elsewhere, the British were normally only in
control through A rmy and Royal Navy activity"
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loyalist_(A merican_Revolution)
History is repeating itself. We are truly lost and cannot find the Bridge of Freedom and the bridge is
rotting. We are a lost nation who have karmically enslaved ourselves again. Only the enslaved have the
to see tyranny. Ironically, those who take and enslave, cannot see. Thus the long embattled gun owners
fighting to maintain their second amendment rights have developed the eyes to see tyranny decades ago.
Now property owners are fighting to save their fifth amendment rights are seeing this tyranny. The
too worship in public are under assault, because of twisted first amendment thinking. Every amendment
under assault and some amendments are illegitimate. One man's desire is another man's enslavement.
When we all lay down our differences and stand up as free independent people, demanding from no one,
giving to everyone, without government, then we can all reclaim our natural rights, absolute
freedom and liberty from the tyranny of self imposed destructive government.
Paradoxically, we are all slaves until we simply unchain each other from our own selfish demands. It is
simple. It is the proverbial story of the monkey and the coconut shell. The monkey crabs a portion of
food through a hole in the coconut. The coconut is tied to a tree. The monkey has no sense to let go of
the piece of food in the shell and cannot get its fist out. A mericans are the monkey. Government is the
coconut shell. When the day dawns on us, that our demands and desires upon our neighbors and fellow
citizens have only enslaved us, then freedom will awaken once again in A merica.
A new dawn of freedom, beyond what any of us can imagine in our current despotic state, will rise when
sun sets on all government, big and small. Big government will unravel, when each of us let go of the
of government food we so desperately cling too. We must realize that this is mere bait for our own
demise. A bsolute freedom is its own reward. How many of us have and would starve to death for
or die for freedom?

Jack Venrick
Rural Property Owner
"Standing Free in Tyranny
Waiting For The Monkey To Let Go of One Tiny Parcel of Food
So We Can A ll Feast On The A bundance of Freedom"
Enumclaw, WA

Jack:
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This is the YOUTUBE video clip on the Mexican invasion. It should blow your socks off.

Ron
http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=n7WJeqxuOfQ
Jack:
There are two invasions going on in A merica from a "foreign" enemy with designs to strip us of our freedom and
destroy our culture, the Mexican invasion and the radical environmentalism invasion. Both are just as deadly and
well on their way to doing it. But alas, no one is listening or paying attention. I am forwarding a video of the
invasion in a following e-mail.
Take care,
Ron
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